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BUYERS’ GUIDE
ENGINEERED
WORKTOPS

Corian in Dune
– which is part
of the Prima
collection of
highly veined
marble-effect
mineral colours –
is shown here as a
seamless worktop
and splashback.
Corian costs from
£310 per m for
a worktop and
comes with a 10year warranty.

Recreating the look of real wood, stone,
and more, here’s our lowdown on
the manmade composite surfaces that
pack a practicality punch in the kitchen
Words: Yvette Murrell

Buying tips
Visit design studios or showrooms
with large formats of these surfaces
on display – or at least seek out one
with a selection of samples for you
to touch and compare in good light.
You’ll need to work closely with your
kitchen designer to calculate the exact
measurements, based on how and
where you’d like to use the material.
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Surfaces such as Staron and Corian
don’t come pre-cut but are created as
a bespoke, individual solution for you,
while worktops which come as slabs –
such as Neolith, Dekton, or Lapitec – will
need to be ordered and cut to size.

Design decisions
So far, no composite material fully
mimics the look of real marble or
stone – but some engineered designs
come extremely close and there is an
impressive amount of surface styles,
colours, and textures you can choose
from. The standard thickness is 30mm,
but many now come with profiles as thin
as 12mm for a more contemporary look.

Need to know
Most manmade worktops require
highly trained specialists to install and, if
necessary, repair. Thanks to being nonporous, durable, and heat resistant, they
are usually easy to maintain and have a
long warranty – but ensure you find out
exactly how long it is before buying.

Pricing
From £300 per sq m, plus installation.

“The technology
which makes engineered
worktops today is so
impressive and can mimic many
different natural materials – with
the added benefit of being more
durable and easy to maintain. Go
for a dark, textured stone for an
industrial look or choose a glossy
marblesque style to create a
sophisticated scheme.”
Yvette,
features writer

Dekton can be
created with
bespoke drainer
grooves or edge
profiles, resulting
in a sleek, unified
look. Pictured
is Bromo from
the Natural
collection, a
design inspired
by slate. Priced
from £450 per sq
m from Dekton.

g Neolith’s Zaha
Stone design, a
reinterpretation
of Iranian
grey stone,
was created
as a tribute
to renowned
architect Zaha
Hadid. It comes
in four different,
silk-finish slab
sizes. Price on
application.

Supreme Urban Grey

Sanded Goose

Steel

Quarry Starred

Sanded Heron

Sanded Taupe

h Lapitec’s
kitchen worktop,
shown in Bianco
Assoluto Satin
finish, is made
of sintered
stone slabs. It is
compatible with
Vimar’s Eikon
Tactil controls
which, if built into
the worktop and
paired with inset
burners, creates
a seamless
integrated
hob. Price on
application.

Bliss

Metallic Sleeksilver

Aspen Concrete

Aspen Misto

Staron is a made-to-order
solid surface comprising a
highly durable blend of natural
minerals and thermosetting
acrylic polymers. The Urban
series is available in 10 shades,
from £350 per sq m each
based on a fabricated kitchen
worktop to a basic specification
with upstands. KBB
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For stockists turn to p156
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ade up of unique – and often
trademarked – material blends,
engineered worktops come in a
range of styles. Often referred to as solid
surfaces or composites, they can be a
practical alternative to natural stones
and marble with lots of benefits – they
are highly durable, non-porous, and
resitant to heat, stains, and scratches
to name a few. They often come with a
higher price tag than other worktops,
including the likes of granite and quartz,
but are usually still more affordable than
pure cuts of stone such as marble.
Under the umbrella of engineered
worktops, you can find several different
production methods. Staron, for
example, consists of a blend of natural
minerals and thermosetting acrylic
polymers, which results in seamless
designs as they are made in one piece.
Similarly, Corian can be shaped into
virtually any design, including curves,
wheras other manmade surfaces from
brands such as Neolith and Lapitec
consist of natural stone powders
compacted through an intense sintering
process into slabs which do not require
any sort of sealing. They can be used
throughout the house, from the kitchen
to the bathroom, as they are hardwearing and can cope with moisture.

